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INTRODUCING CODEBOOK: A NEW WAY TO INTERACT WITH OUR DATA
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CodeBook provides Refinitiv customers with a cloud-hosted 

development environment for Python scripting, that supports 

bespoke workflow design.

With CodeBook, we are redefining how our customers access, evaluate 

and build on the breadth and depth of our data – enhanced with the 

workflow-centricity that Refinitiv Workspace and Eikon offers. With 

CodeBook, you have access to the Refinitiv Data Platform APIs enhanced 

with platform services – all in a single interface. CodeBook is designed for 

rapid development and deployment of Python models, apps and analytics. 
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SAMPLE APPLICATIONS
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Create synthetic instruments or 

indices: Code Book can be used 

to create and analyze prices on 

bespoke securities. 

Customize charting: CodeBook

contains different charting libraries 

offering customizable plot formats.

Perform trading strategy backtesting: 

Typically reliant on an integrated 

scripting environment tailored to work 

with a specific data source, users can 

access across the breadth of Refinitiv 

data with CodeBook. 

Access from anywhere: CodeBook 

can be launched from any laptop or 

mobile device, providing instant access 

to the Python models.

Create custom interactive 

apps: CodeBook can be 

used to create custom, 

interactive applications 

without the need to apply for 

access to the SDK 

separately.

Build workflows in 

Layouts: Users can embed 

CodeBook into their layout 

tiles just like with any other 

app with full interoperability. 

1. Analytics (Instrument Pricing)

2. Environmental, Social and 

Governance (ESG)

3. Datastream Economic Data

4. Fundamentals

5. Lipper Fund Data

6. News & Headlines

7. Real-time Market Data

8. Reference Data

9. Search

10. Symbology

11. Time & sales

12. Third party data 

(i.e. Covid-19 related data) 

Select APIs and Content Sets
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BUILT FOR NON-CODERS: 
CODE WITH CODECREATOR
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For those who have limited-to-no 

programming experience, the CodeCreator 

tool is an intuitive and interactive way to 

build a data API request in without the need 

to write a single line of code.

Leverage an enhanced search functionality to find 

instruments, as well as select different categories 

and filter through hundreds of fields to build 

Python code automatically. 

CodeCreator has the same UI as the Refinitiv 

Excel formula builder and will create the Python 

API calls for you and open it in CodeBook. 

Additionally, when in the CodeBook environment, 

access a Python library that enables you to build 

use cases that leverages machine learning, 

natural language processing, back-testing, etc. 
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Content discoverability is one of the most important 

things for users, and CodeBook supports an in-line 

autosuggest feature, that helps users find the 

necessary RICs, PermIDs and data fields. 

Filter through data categories and data fields to 

get to the output you want. 

CodeBook democratizes access to the 

benefits of coding and working directly with 

a variety of Refinitiv Data Platform APIs. 

CodeCreator quickly builds Python codes 

without having to code yourself. 



THANK YOU

Visit refinitiv.com

@Refinitiv Refinitiv

Refinitiv is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets data and infrastructure, serving over 40,000 institutions in over 190 countries. It provides leading 

data and insights, trading platforms, and open data and technology platforms that connect a thriving global financial markets community – driving performance in 

trading, investment, wealth management, regulatory compliance, market data management, enterprise risk and fighting financial crime.

https://twitter.com/Refinitiv
https://www.linkedin.com/company/refinitiv/
https://www.refinitiv.com/

